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Abstract
The article reflects on the “philosophy of dialogue” of Martín Buber for the
analysis of the relationship of women who live with arterial hypertension.
With the theoretical proposal of Buber, considering the social context from
the world view of the disease, this leads to relationships of suffering and anguish, but with dialogue among the people who live with this disease it is observed in specific cases of chronic disease. Likewise, the panorama of the
problem is the interaction between the social being and the disease, in order to
generate a dialogue between the disease and the women who live daily this
condition.
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1. Introduction
Coexistence with women living with arterial hypertension [1]; from reality, it
starts with dialogue [2] between illness and care of life in this new life-health
process, from where gender dissertations are encouraged in the face of social reciprocity, in relation to the characteristic way of living with high blood pressure,
to understand what this life condition carries with it.
Dialogue at present has no echo, since it is diverted as a lost focus of reality to
insert itself in a world of technology away from the subject of care [3], however,
the need for dialogue exists that implies a call that addresses the word to an anDOI: 10.4236/ojn.2018.83016 Mar. 15, 2018
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swer that consists of taking responsibility for the word, which is pronounced and
directed towards dialogue in care relationships from the philosophical perspective of nursing [4].
It is evident that it is not only a communicative strategy, but also, a construct
that converges and concentrates the proper care of women with arterial hypertension, showing a social structure possessed in the care of the self and you [5],
as a content of dialogical care from the position of the disease before the silence
granted by the stealthy murderer, predominantly in women [6].
This breaks the paradigm of communication with the reciprocity of change, in
each of the social actors, which involves the characteristics of an act of dialogue
with the other, that is why dialogue is a principle of relationship and mutual
recognition of the people involved in a process of health and disease, this can be,
the doctor, family, friends and contexts where sick or healthy social beings are
[7] [8].
Dialogue is involved in these processes, as a process of meeting between open
thinking and the environment that surrounds the disease, ranging from silence,
when there is no dialogue of agreement and disagreement, to the nursing interventions where the intersubjective relationship of dialogicity, based on the needs
of interaction with human coexistence with others and with the care environment [9] [10].
To deepen the relationships between the sensitive and intangible world of arterial hypertension; between the opinions and the scientific and philosophical
knowledge, then [11] [12] becomes its epistemological framework of care, which
takes possession of self-determination in a dialogue with the other, to overcome
fear to the death of the silent killer.

2. Objective
To analyze the dialogical meaning of being hypertensive in women of an exercise
program.

3. Method
The project was developed in women living with arterial hypertension, enrolled
in the Exercise Program of a municipality of the State of Mexico. 36 women with
hypertension participated, in relation to the calculation of the sample, it was until obtaining the theoretical saturation of the data. The diagnosis was confirmed
by the health center doctor. Over 18 years old, with confirmed diagnosis, without
communication problems. The data were collected through the semi-structured
interview, whose purpose was to reflect the dialogue between women living with
arterial hypertension and the disease. A previous appointment was requested to
inform about the objective of the investigation and obtain the signature of the
informed consent.
An office was held to request authorization to conduct the interviews, in this
way gathering information based on the free speech of the women and finally
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2018.83016
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reporting and interpreting what was described in the findings.
Authorization was also requested to record the interviews, ensuring the confidentiality of the stories. Open interviews were held between September 2016
and April 2017. All were recorded, transcribed in full by assigning a code to each
participant, represent the interview. Two researchers conducted the interviews
in a health center room. Open interviews were made on average from 45 to 60
minutes, recorded in audio, with a question that guided the investigation: What
do you feel when your blood pressure rises? What do you think?
The process was to analyze them from the reading to reflect the dialogic of the
participants with the technique of the content analysis of [13] from where the
central category is detached and transcribed in the Microsoft Word program.
According to the General Health Law, in articles 13 and 14, before starting the
interviews, the subjects of the study were duly informed about the objectives and
development of the investigation to request free and informed consent, ensuring
anonymity of information [14].

4. Results and Discussion
36 women were interviewed, with an average age of 58 ± 7 years old, 22 widows,
14 married, 28 Catholic and another eight, with incomplete primary schooling
26, technical career six and four with truncated university studies.
On the other hand, women perceive the disease as something that continually
precipitates them in their everyday doing and being, which suddenly shakes
them up, affecting the dialogical relationship of their life to the point of losing
interest in life, such as expressed in the dialogue process; when her heart falls
into a glass of cold water.

…The pressure goes up, uh! My heart falls into a glass of cold water, it freezes
my day, and that’s when the mood and discouragement come, but I get up, that
is, although to tell the truth I can’t get up many times, fear takes over inside me
and it leaves me cold, that feeling of cold inside but I tell him from my heart
“What the heck do you want?!” And he doesn’t answer, I think maybe, he is
scared as it happens to me…
It is clear that these women who live with this disease need to enter into dialogue with their subjective and objective being, that means facing fear, anguish
and discouragement, underlying the difficulties for the control of blood pressure, especially when there is discouragement related with the symptoms and the
disease, since it produces a sensation of constant discussion to regain health, but
it is not abandoned, on the contrary, that discouragement is confronted with an
encouraging spirit, and they cry to eliminate fear, uncertainty, as It shows in the
following story:
…You can’t live like this, definitely not, without dialogue, without words, that
happens with my illness, it seems that there is no relationship with my body.
When it’s altered, I ask myself: What is happening, what is this? There is a being
inside me who doesn’t know me, who attacks me until I fall, until I even think
that he is a stranger to my body and fear comes. It increases every time, and then
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2018.83016
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I scream but he doesn’t listen!…
This represents a clash between the feelings of women and the expression of
the disease that is how the egalitarian dialogue is born [12] between the environments that encourage it and those that hold it back from day to day. It is
when the relationship between an agreement and the conflict of the social being,
to differentiate the argument from the force and the rejection of the symptoms
of the disease that narrow the relationship between silence and voices [15], which
in reality sustains that dialogical spin of illness, when these women are the protagonists of these transformations in their daily life, to get to contend and understand the disease, until they reach their control as soon as possible.
With this idea, the discourses produced by the disease are summarized in
sentences of anguish about what the body and soul of these women living with
high blood pressure really feel.

…The disease is present and that’s it, it is an entity, but it seems like a treasure, that something that can’t be looked at, something between what exists and
it can’t be explained, it’s only felt, and it makes you distrust. There is no confidence in what will happen tomorrow, it’s totally unknown, and you ask him
what happens and he doesn’t answer, he just crushes you and that’s it…
It is possible a vindication of the disease and the social being that lives the
disease through a dialogue between the voice of the social actors since they are
the ones who interact between different cultures in a dialogical way [16] to transform the practices to create dialogical spaces of development based on communication and the health problem, when it manifests itself [17].
The importance of the presence of the disease in everyday life as a health condition that goes beyond their economic, social, racial or cultural situation, seems
to be an entity that contends something unexpected, capable of stimulating the
thought of distrust, but also to the concrete action of facilitating the dialogue
between what you feel and what you think, it is a scenario for the construction of
responsibility as key points for dialogue in the discourses of these women when
one informs the relationship between a sense of dialogue as a center of debate,
and the challenge to achieve confidence in that social being overwhelmed by the
disease, as shown in the dialogues:
…One minute, an eternal rest, it’s an oversight that leads you to death, that’s
why one minute is an eternal rest, that means, there is no communication,
nothing, I don’t speak about my problem, but it drowns my body, even though it
speaks to me I do not hear it…
These evidences lead to different knowledge of these women, when they build
them with the lifestyle of the disease, with the help of experiences through the
social world [10] when the body speaks and they do not listen to it, it takes only
a minute for an eternal rest, that story is a sense of death, with that dialogic that
is inside and confronts a position to their actions of relationship and interaction
in their daily life. Buber (1982) [5] situates dialogue as the heart of communication and human existence with other people, it is a way to promote the development of oneself with the knowledge of the real world that lives in its social enDOI: 10.4236/ojn.2018.83016
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vironment [18].
The contribution of this philosopher is the dialogical principle as the only
human possibility of access to being. His philosophy of dialogue is key to demystifying the idea of self-sufficiency and has influenced to understand the encounter from the perspective of care, that perspective considers the actors with a
force to preserve health and resignify their state of health [5] [17].
The position of dialogue exists, but in these stories it seems to discover something new, before this disease, when it becomes part of your body, the dialogue
becomes a necessity, because it is always next to the being that bears a disease
that suffocates, and makes lose the balance of the meaning of life.
…Sometimes I think that if I speak out, I tell my illness what I feel. It’s better

that way, that illness understands me sometimes, sometimes it doesn’t listen, but
I do hear when it bursts with courage, and it goes up until I suffocate, I lose my
balance, the meaning of life. I speak to her, one and a thousand times but she is
always present when I least expect it, night, day, sun, rain, early morning, happy
or sad; I do not understand it, I don’t understand that talk about this killer disease, they say, that it is silent…
This position of dialogue is constant as the beating of the sick heart by arterial
hypertension, the relationship with the body arises, the symptom knows what
the body feels, until recovering the senses, hearing, sight. This is only possible
through dialogue to live the equality of differences and its dialectical transformation. It never ends, when the illness suffocates, it happens when the being is sad
or happy, the symptom is present, under this paradigm the change is reflected
from the physical towards the social and humanistic of those who live with this
disease [9] [19].
The interest in maintaining a state of health, is born of a certain ability to safeguard health or in try to control or eliminate the discomfort that is present,
even with contemplations to establish a dialogue of agreements between those
who attack your body, to understand more deeply how to achieve control of the
disease as shown in the dialogues:
… Sometimes I want to drown the disease, I don’t pay attention to it, but it
beats me, then I speak in chinga with her, that’s it, I get angry, does it make a
difference? At the end of the day she answers me, I talk to her and she talks to
me, she starts to go down, to go down, until it’s under control. I say: “At last this
damn fight let me alone”…
The human being constantly changes, before a milestone of disease, aware of
its evolution and of the interaction for the understanding of the disease, with its
eternal surprise that every day will be different, in each day, a new awakening to
more alarming sensations, like those that are never able to define but that require to be dialogued, to reach the human essence through dialogue, it is possible to conceive a fatal outcome when losing comfort and well-being [19] [20].
As fatal as the fear for life, that makes them to be alert, and does not wait for
the dialogue, it is present from the reasoning Buber, (1982) [5] shows that the
existential relationship from the stage of coexistence, as part of the experiences
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2018.83016
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that they live with the disease, they perceive their vision of the world with high
blood pressure, and often to minimize suffering, fear and sadness, it is at this
moment when dialogue is irreplaceable [15], without it, the outcome is fatal, almost mortal, like this group of women refers to it [17] [20] [21].
It is emphasized that the main limitation of this study are the methods to advise women with this health problem, since they may have an overestimation
relative to the interview, another limitation is the need for greater production of
related articles with this issue, for this reason, it is suggested to expand the research between this philosophy and arterial hypertension to understand the
findings with this reference used by other researchers evidenced in the scientific
production of nursing.

5. Final Considerations
From the reflections, the dialogical communication is highlighted: “When my
heart falls in a glass of water…”. During the illness of these women who live with
arterial hypertension, in this way the nursing professionals can deduce that they
are holistic beings, considering their way of thinking and feeling to minimize
their suffering and anguish. In this sense, the dialogical is irreplaceable as a relevant feature in the relationships body disease, dialogue is crucial. Therefore, by
recognizing the abilities to establish dialogic communication, you can understand its vision of the world before the disease.
Therefore, Buber’s philosophy represents a potential that contributes to the
production of new knowledge for the nursing care, as well as being a reference to
generate knowledge that fosters the development of a care, rational, dialogical
and humanistic based on the needs of each person with a health situation under
a paradigm that guides the health actions derived from nursing assessment in
the care process.
In this way the results of this research focus on the process of unfinished dialogues, between the disease and the body of those who live with this disease,
generating a list of internal and external agreements to share those dialogues in
order to control the disease when it is required, as a strategy to be considered by
the nursing professional in their daily care.
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